Abstract-In this paper, we use the matrix pencil approach to extrapolate time-domain responses from three-dimensional (3-D) conducting objects that arise in the numerical solution of electromagnetic field problems. By modeling the time functions as a sum of complex exponentials, we can eliminate some of the instabilities that arise in late times for the electric-field integral equation in the time domain. However, this method can also be utilized for extending the responses obtained using a finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) formulation.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N most of computational electromagnetics the solution technique assumes a time-harmonic behavior for all field quantities. This implies that the solution is in the frequency domain. The principal reason for this has been that the frequency domain approach is more tractable analytically. Time-domain solutions are then found using an inverse Fourier transform.
However, with the increasing speed and memory of digital computers, many scattering problems are being performed in the time domain. There are three basic reasons for timedomain modeling [1] . In certain electromagnetic problems, fewer arithmetic operations are required when the solution approach is in the time domain. Second, in seeking broadband information, a time-domain model is intrinsically a better choice. The transient response obtained is limited only by the bandwidth of the excitation and the spatial discretization. In such a case, a frequency-domain model would require the solution to be performed at each frequency point of interest.
The other reason for time-domain modeling is that problems involving nonlinear media can usually be modeled easily in the time domain. This advantage holds true for time-varying media. Handling nonlinear media and time-varying media can be extremely difficult in the frequency domain. Another benefit of time-domain analysis is that gating can be used to eliminate unwanted reflections.
Time-domain solutions can be formulated as differential equations or integral equations. In both approaches, the infinite time domain analytical description of the problem is reduced to a finite domain, numerical description. In a differential equation formulation, the unknowns are field values on a grid covering the entire region of interest. For an integral-equation formulation, the unknowns are confined to a surface. In a scattering problem where the space is usually unbounded, the differential equation approach requires that the discretization grid be terminated at a suitable distance from the scatterer in a suitable fashion. For the integral equation approach we will need significantly fewer unknowns.
The time-domain formulation using integral equations usually results in the method of marching on time (MOT). Here, the value of an unknown at any given time is dependent on the excitation at and the values of the unknowns for
. By properly choosing a time step, an explicit solution for the unknowns can be obtained. However, MOT algorithms suffer from some serious defects. One main disadvantage is the persistent presence of late-time highfrequency oscillations. These oscillations are present even when the time step is chosen such that the Courant stability condition is satisfied [2] . Many different approaches have been suggested to overcome these instabilities [3] - [5] . For example, the approach proposed in [6] utilizes a relaxation method. In [7] , a conjugate gradient approach is applied by converting the hyperbolic partial differential equation to an elliptical one (a boundary value problem), whereas in [8] , a filtering technique has been proposed to eliminate late-time instabilities.
In this work, we present the use of the matrix pencil algorithm to eliminate the late-time instabilities. The approach is to model the free response (the time-domain response after the excitation has died down) as a sum of complex exponentials. The input to the matrix pencil algorithm is the output from the MOT code for a short period of time after the excitation has died down. Usually, in this short period the instabilities have not set in. Modeling the free response as a sum of complex exponentials results in a stable time-domain response for all times. Hence, we use the matrix pencil to eliminate the late-time high-frequency oscillations. Also, since now the MOT code needs to be run for a short time after the excitation dies down, this approach results in significant savings in program execution time. It has been assumed in this paper that we are dealing with three-dimensional conducting bodies. For two-dimensional structures, one has to (in addition) deal with a branch cut [9] .
In this paper, we assume that we have been given the currents on the scatterer as a response to a known excitation. These currents have been calculated as a function of time over a limited region. The details of a MOT algorithm can be obtained in any of the numerous references listed in [1] or from [2] .
In the next section, we present the matrix pencil as a mathematical tool to model a time-domain sequence as a sum of complex exponentials. We then present the application of the MOT and matrix pencil algorithms to some examples. Finally, some conclusions as to the efficacy of our method are drawn.
II. MATRIX PENCIL
Consider a function that represents the current at a particular position on a three-dimensional conduction scatterer as a function of time. This current is the transient response to some known excitation. We model the function, after the excitation had died down, as a sum of complex exponentials.
(1) Such a model is valid because the scatterer can be treated as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system. It is well known that for a LTI system, the eigenfunctions of the transfer operator are of the form where are the poles of the system. Also, these eigenfunctions are complete in the output space, i.e., any output response can be modeled as a weighted sum of these eigenfunctions.
As a result of the MOT algorithm, samples of this function are available at intervals of . Therefore, (1) can be written as (2) where has been introduced to make sure that the response is the free response of the system after the excitation has died down. In addition (3) and negative of the damping factor of the pole; angular frequency of the pole; complex amplitude of the pole; Nnumber of data samples; Mnumber of poles of the signal. The problem reduces to finding the best estimates for , and . This problem can be solved in various ways. Prony's method [10] and the matrix pencil [11] are amongst the most popular. The matrix pencil method is computationally more efficient and more robust to noise.
Details of the proof are available in [12] . In this paper we shall consider the matrix pencil method.
Define 
These matrices can be written as 
Now, consider the matrix pencil (12) Provided , the matrix has rank [13] . However, if the rank is reduced to . This implies that 's are the generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pair . Therefore,
where is the generalized eigenvector corresponding to . Or in the equivalent form (14) where is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of [14] . From (14), we can obtain 's from the eigenvalues of . Hence, for the matrix pencil method, the poles are obtained directly as a one-step process. 
A. Total Least-Squares Matrix Pencil
The procedure detailed above is efficient and yields good results in the absence of numerical errors and random noise in the available data. However, in the applications of matrix pencil to real-life problems, the given data is perturbed from its true value due to numerical errors or noise. In this case, the perturbations corrupt the eigenvalues. This results in errors in all aspects of the solution method-the choice of the number of poles ( ), the solution for the poles ( ) and the amplitudes ( ).
In the case of noisy data, an alternative and more stable method exists-the total least-squares matrix pencil (TLSMP) method. To explain this method, we begin by defining the matrix
Define the singular value decomposition (SVD) of as (17) is the unitary matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of . is the unitary matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of and is the diagonal matrix with the singular values of (square root of the eigenvalues of ) in its main diagonal in descending order.
If where " " is the number of significant decimal digits in the data.
The ratio as a function of the index (singular value number) can be used to determine the proper value of for the assumed precision. Practically, if we overestimate we find spurious modes of small magnitude. These do not severely affect the solution. On the other hand, underestimating would lead to large errors. Hence, it is always preferable to overestimate . Using this better choice of , we can evaluate the poles and the amplitudes using the previously detailed approach.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To evaluate the application of the matrix pencil algorithm for the elimination of instabilities inherent in a MOT program, our approach is tested on five examples. A program to evaluate the currents on an arbitrary-shaped closed or open body using the electric field integral equation (EFIE) and triangular patching is used [2] . The triangular patching approximates the surface of the scatterer with a set of adjacent triangles. The current perpendicular to each nonboundary edge is an unknown to be solved. In this paper, we do not discuss the details of the MOT algorithm used. The specifics of the algorithm are available in [2] . Vechinski's algorithm uses an averaging technique to reduce the instabilities, but does not eliminate them. The bodies chosen are a plate, a disk, a sphere, a cube, and a cone-hemisphere combination. All bodies are assumed to be perfectly conducting. Although the program can be used with an arbitrary excitation, we used a linearly is the unit vector that defines the polarization of the incoming plane wave; is the amplitude of the incoming wave; controls the width of the pulse; is a delay and is used so the pulse rises smoothly from zero for time to its value at time ; is the position of an arbitrary point in space; is the unit wave vector defining the direction of arrival of the incident pulse. As mentioned earlier, one of the advantages of using a timedomain formulation is that the bandwidth of the analysis is limited only by the frequency content of the excitation. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the time-domain signal gives the frequency response of the scatterer to the excitation. The DFT is chosen over the quicker fast Fourier transform (FFT) because in a DFT, unlike the FFT, there are no restrictions on the frequency step. To test the validity of this approach, we compare the DFT of the extrapolated timedomain response with the frequency response obtained from a frequency-domain method of moments (MoM) program [15] . The MoM code uses the same triangle patching scheme as the MOT. The MoM code calculates the frequency response of the scatterer. Hence, to compare the two results we multiply the frequency response of the scatterer with the spectrum of the excitation. Fig. 1 shows an example of the triangulation scheme used for a disk. The spectrum of the Gaussian pulse is given by In all our computations, is chosen to be 377 V/m. A singular value is considered zero if it less than 10 times the maximum singular value. This implies that the assumed precision of the given data is four decimal digits using singleprecision computation.
In the following sections, the five examples are presented.
Example 1-Square Plate:
The first example we present is a square plate of zero thickness and side 1 centered at the origin. The plate is located in the plane. Eight divisions are made in the direction and nine in the direction. By joining the diagonals of each resulting rectangle, 144 triangular patches with 199 unknowns are obtained. This division scheme allows us to evaluate the current at the center of the plate. The excitation arrives from the direction , i.e., along the negative direction.
is along the axis. In this example, ns and ns. The time step used in the MOT program is 92.59ps.
In this example, the MOT program evaluates the current for the first 1500 time steps (from to s). Time samples from number 188 ( ns) to number 233 ( ns) are used as the input to the matrix pencil program, i.e.,
. By using ns, the value of the excitation has fallen to less than one-thousandth its maximum value. in the matrix pencil method is chosen to be 24. After filtering the singular values, the estimate for the number of modes is . The numerical values of the amplitudes and the exponent of the modes are We see that the amplitudes and the exponents of the two modes are complex conjugates of each other. This guarantees that the resulting extrapolation is real. Also, the real part of the exponents are negative, hence guaranteeing a stable extrapolation.
Using the values for and the current is evaluated from ns to s. Fig. 2 shows the results for this extrapolation. We compare the results of the matrix pencil extrapolation with the output of the MOT program. Since the data has a large range, the results have been shown from to ns [ Fig. 2(a) ] and from ns to 0.138 s [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In Fig. 2(a) , we see that where the results of the MOT algorithm are stable, the output of the matrix pencil program is exactly the same. However [as seen from Fig. 2(b) ], while the MOT program has started to give erroneous results and the current values appear to be diverging, the matrix pencil produces stable results.
The frequency content of the extrapolated time-domain function are shown in Fig. 3 . We evaluate the spectrum of the time-domain response extrapolated by the matrix pencil method, using a DFT, since a FFT would restrict the frequency step that can be chosen. We compare the real and imaginary part of the frequency response with the frequency response obtained from a frequency-domain MoM program. Fig. 3(a) shows the real part while Fig. 3(b) shows the imaginary part of the response. The agreement is within the accuracy of the MoM program.
Example 2-Disk: The next example is a disk of zero thickness, as shown in Fig. 1 . The disk lies in the plane and is centered at the origin. It has a radius of 0.3 . The triangulation uses 128 triangles resulting in 208 edges. Thirty-two of the edges are boundary edges yielding 176 unknowns. The excitation arrives from , i.e., along the negative direction. is along the axis. Here, ns and ns. The time step used is 47.76ps.
The MOT program evaluates the current at the first 1500 time steps (from to ns). Sixty-six time samples from number 268 ( ns) to number 333 ( ns) are used as input to the matrix pencil program. The program uses this data to extrapolate the current from ns to ns. is chosen to be 34. The required number of modes is four ( ). The values of the amplitudes and exponents of the modes are The amplitudes of modes #1 and #2 are conjugates of each other, as are their exponents. This also holds true for modes #3 and #4. Hence, again, the extrapolation is real. Also, all modes have exponents with a negative real part, thus guaranteeing a stable extrapolation. We see that modes #3 and #4 have relatively low amplitude and a very high-damping factor.
We compare the extrapolation with the results of the MOT algorithm. Fig. 4(a) shows the comparison for the early to middle times. The agreement in this region is excellent. Fig. 4(b) shows the comparison of the late time response. We see that while the output of the MOT program has started diverging, the matrix pencil produces stable results.
The frequency response of the disk obtained from the extrapolated time-domain data is shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5(a) shows the real part, while Fig. 5(b) shows the imaginary part and compared with a MoM code utilizing the frequencydomain EFIE formulation. The two curves are nearly indistinguishable.
Example 3-Sphere: Our next example is a sphere of radius 0.5 . The sphere is centered at the origin. The "top" half of the sphere ( to ) has six divisions in the direction. The first "ring" extends from to . The other five rings are equispaced in from to . Each ring, starting from the top has 6, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32 triangular patches. The sphere is symmetric with respect to the plane. This scheme is chosen so all triangles as close to equilateral as possible. If the direction were also divided uniformly, the triangles would be skewed. Also, this scheme allows us to evaluate the current at the point ( 0.5, 0.0, 0.0). The excitation arrives from , i.e., along the direction. is along the axis. In this example ns and ns. The time step used in the MOT program is 0.199 43 ns.
The MOT program evaluated the current for the first 500 time steps (from to ns). Sixty-one time samples from number 123 ( ns) to number 183 ( ns) are used as the input to the matrix pencil program. is chosen to be 32. The estimate for the number of modes ( ) is four.
The numerical values of the amplitudes and the exponent of the modes are
Using these values of , the current is evaluated from ns to ns. We compare the results of the extrapolation with the results of the MOT program in the same time range. Fig. 6 shows the results of this extrapolation. Again, the time axis has been split into two-from to ns [ Fig. 6(a) ] and from ns to ns [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Where the output of the MOT program is stable, the two results are indistinguishable. However, for the MOT program, instabilities begin to appear as early as ns. As can be seen from Fig. 6(b) , the MOT program gives results that are obviously wrong. The extrapolation using the matrix pencil, on the other hand, continues to be stable.
Next, we compare the frequency content of the extrapolated time-domain results utilizing the matrix pencil approach with the frequency-domain results obtained from the MoM program. Fig. 7(a) shows the real part of the frequency response. Fig. 7(b) shows the imaginary part of the response. In both cases, the agreement is excellent.
Example 4-Cube: The fourth example is a cube of side 1 centered at the origin. The faces of the cube are lined along the three coordinate axes. The faces at m and m have five divisions in the and direction. All other faces have four divisions in one direction and five in the other. This allows us to find the current at the center of the top face. The excitation arrives from the direction , i.e., along the axis. is along the axis. In this example, ns and ns. The time step chosen for the MOT program is 0.157 13ns.
The MOT program evaluated the current for the first 500 time steps (from to ns). Sixty-four time samples from number 130 ( ns) to number 193 ( ns) are as input to the matrix pencil program. is chosen to be 32. The estimate for the number of modes is four. The numerical values of the amplitudes and exponents of the modes are
Using these values for , the current at the center of the top face is evaluated from ns to ns. In Fig. 8 , we present the comparison between the extrapolated current and that evaluated using the MOT. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison up to ns. In this region the instabilities in the MOT results have not set in and the extrapolation faithfully reproduces the waveform. In Fig. 8(b) we see that the MOT results are unstable while the matrix pencil extrapolation continues to be stable.
The frequency content of the current waveform is shown in Fig. 9 and compared with the results of the frequency-domain EFIE code. Fig. 9(a) shows the real part of the spectrum, while Fig. 9(b) shows the imaginary part. In both cases, the agreement is very good.
Example 5-Cone-Hemisphere: The final example we have chosen is a combination of a cone and a hemisphere. The hemisphere is attached to the base of the cone forming one compound 3-D object. The base of the cone and hemisphere The triangular patch approximation for the cone has six divisions in the direction. The planes defining the "rings" 
. Each ring, starting from the top, has 7, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32 triangles, respectively. The hemisphere has three divisions in the direction. The "rings" extend from to , to , and to . Each ring, starting from the bottom, has 13, 28, and 32 triangular patches, respectively. Such a triangulation scheme allows for the current at the point ( 0.1, 0.0, 0.0) to be evaluated.
The excitation arrives from , i.e., along the direction. is along the axis. In this example, ns and ns. The time step used is 90.39ps. The MOT program evaluated the current for the first 1300 time steps (from to s). One hundredsixty time samples from number 323 ( ns) to sample number 482 ( ns) are used as input to the matrix pencil program.
is chosen to be 60. The estimate for the number of modes ( ) is four.
The numerical values of the mode amplitudes and exponents are
Using these values for the amplitudes and exponents, the current values are extrapolated from ns to s. This is compared with the values obtained from the MOT program. The comparison is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10(a) shows the comparison up to ns; in this region, the agreement is very good. Fig. 10(b) shows the comparison from ns to s; in this region, the advantage of the matrix pencil program can be clearly seen. The results of the MOT program have already started oscillating and the errors are growing exponentially. However, the results of the matrix pencil are stable.
The frequency response of the time-domain data obtained by the matrix pencil approach of the cone-hemisphere combination can be calculated using the DFT. The comparison between the DFT of the extrapolated time response and the MoM results using a frequency-domain EFIE program is shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11(a) shows the real part, while Fig. 11(b) shows the imaginary part. In both cases, the agreement is excellent.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the matrix pencil technique to eliminate instabilities arising in a marching-on-time program used to compute the time-domain response of 3-D conducting bodies. We have demonstrated that the instabilities in the computation can be eliminated. The technique presented is robust and can be used even if the given data is noisy.
Since the matrix pencil approach is a signal-processing algorithm, the specific example is irrelevant. The approach works equally well for extrapolating time-domain responses from finite-difference time-domain and time-domain finite-element techniques. The technique presented eliminates the instabilities that are often found in EFIE utilizing a MOT algorithm. The extrapolation of time-domain data using limited time-domain information does provide accurate results as compared to the results obtained independently from frequency-domain MoM codes.
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